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We present a thorough assessment of the compositional dependent hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
activity and stability for Co-based mixed chalcogen, CoSxSe2�x, transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs). In direct contrast to other reports on mixed chalcogen TMDs that have been limited to Mo
and W, we observe a decrease in HER activity for any departure from the pure, single chalcogen compo-
sition, CoS2 and CoSe2. The single chalcogen TMDs are found to have nearly identical HER activity. Bulk
resistivity of the pure and mixed chalcogen TMDs as well as the charge transfer resistance for the HER are
found to be most optimal for CoSe2. However, CoSe2 is predicted to have an endothermic hydrogen
adsorption free energy in contrast to the slightly exothermic hydrogen adsorption free energy for CoS2.
This highlights the convolution of hydrogen adsorption free energy and material conductivity in deter-
mining the HER activity for even metallic conducting TMDs. Sulfur-rich Co-based TMDs with a pyrite-
type crystal structure are found to quickly deactivate through loss of Co and formation of passivating
reduced sulfur species at the surface while Se-rich compositions are observed to be more stable.
Therefore, with an HER activity matching that of CoS2, but with a dramatic improvement in stability,
CoSe2 breaks away from the traditional inverse activity – stability relationship and represents a promis-
ing non-PGM HER electrocatalyst for acidic PEM electrolyzers.

� 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The future of renewable energy centers on the advancement of
technologies that will bridge the gap between peak energy produc-
tion and peak energy demand as well as readily make the transi-
tion from stationary to portable power. Storing the energy
produced from intermittent renewable sources in the form of
chemical bonds shows great promise for both stationary and trans-
portation applications. Hydrogen represents one of the simplest
forms of electrochemical fuels. With a high gravimetric energy
density (120 MJ/kg) [1] and sourced from water, hydrogen is an
ideal energy storage fuel, operating outside of the carbon cycle.
Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) electrolysis is an advanced,
commercialized technology for the generation of H2 from H2O;
however, both the cathode (H2 side) and anode (O2 side) electrodes
are loaded with precious metal based catalysts, typically Pt on the
cathode and Ru and/or Ir oxides on the anode [2–4]. The expense
and limited availability of these catalytic materials puts a signifi-
cant constraint on the wide-spread adoption of electrochemical
fuel generation technologies. The task then becomes finding an
earth-abundant material that has comparable activity and stability
to the requisite precious metal based catalysts.

Sulfur-based transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have
emerged as a promising alternative to platinum group metal
(PGM) hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) electrocatalysts as they
are abundant, inexpensive, and exhibit a low HER overpotential
with surprising stability in acidic electrolytes, pH 6 1 [5–13]. Nat-
urally occurring enzymes including hydrogenases and nitroge-
nases efficiently split water at sulfur coordinated Mo and Ni/Fe
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metal centers [13,14]. TMDs closely mimic the active site geometry
and coordination structure of these enzymes with molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2), a common hydrodesulfurization catalyst
[7,12,15], emerging as the standard for TMD HER electrocatalysts
[5,6,8,9,12,15–26]. Initial studies of well-defined MoS2 thin films
identified the edges as active sites while the basal planes were
determined to be inactive [12]. Subsequent computational analysis
of the HER reaction on two-dimensional TMDs has quantified the
adsorption free energy of atomic hydrogen (DGHad) on different
edge/basal structures and compositions, corroborating the experi-
mental results while giving important insight for further optimiza-
tion [9,12,15,20,22,24,25,27]. The adsorbed hydrogen intermediate
is found to have the most optimal DGHad, closest to thermoneutral,
at the S-edge of the MoS2 2D structure [15,20,22,28]. The edges of
2D MoS2 are also found to have metallic electronic character
[7,8,12,15,17,19,24,29], while MoS2 itself is a semiconducting
material [12,21,29]. The HER overpotential for bulk MoS2 is pro-
hibitively high and only after directed nanostructuring of MoS2
to preferentially expose the active edge sites is an appreciable
activity obtained [5,6,9,12,18,19,21,30,31].

Since the first reports of the high intrinsic activity of the edge
sites of 2D MoS2 [12], significant effort has been centered on opti-
mizing nanoscale geometry to expose the highest density of edge
sites and maximize activity [5,6,9,16–19,21,32–35]. Further opti-
mization of TMD HER activity has been achieved through the addi-
tion of transition metal (cation) dopants into the TMD lattice
[20,25,31]. Transition metal dopant species incorporated in the
edge of MoS2 were found to shift the DGHad on both the Mo-edge
and S-edge. The S-edge of the doped TMDs is predicted to exhibit
similar HER activity to the Mo-edge of undoped TMDs [20,25].
For single metal 2D TMDs, the hydrogen adsorption strength is cal-
culated to be prohibitively weak on the S-edge. As the S-edge
makes up nearly half of the exposed surface in 2D TMDs [20], an
optimization of the H-binding on the S-edge effectively increases
the active site density and thus the catalytic activity. For many
TMDs, the impact of doping with a second chalcogen (anion) on
the electronic structure is found to be small in comparison to
cation doping [7,6]. However, in seeming contradiction to the the-
oretical calculations relying on DGHad as the singular activity
descriptor, recent work assessing the impact of anion doping,
either in the form of MS(x)X(2�x) [36,37] (X = Se, Te) or through
heterostructures with a high interfacial area between MS2 and
MX2 rich phases [38,39], have demonstrated significant improve-
ments in the HER activity. These observed HER activity enhance-
ments have been noted for W [38] and Mo [36,37] based TMDs
where in each case the highest activity was found for the mixed
chalcogen compositions. The origin of this activity enhancement
has been attributed to several potential sources: (1) the introduc-
tion of a second chalcogen atom into the TMD lattice causes a
strain at the surface, modifying the geometric and electronic struc-
ture and optimizing DGHad; (2) evolution of a high interfacial area
between MS2-rich and MX2-rich phases through phase separation,
optimizing DGHad; or (3) anion doping induced changes to the TMD
atomic geometry, shifting it from semiconducting, which is the
dominant electronic behavior of both MoX2 and WX2 [5,8,9,12,
15,17,18,40], to metallic and thus improving the charge transfer
through the catalyst.

While only the low-coordinated sulfur atoms on the Mo-edge of
exfoliated 2D-MoS2 are active for the HER due to the low conduc-
tivity and weak adsorption of atomic hydrogen on the basal planes,
pyrite-group TMDs, including CoS2 and CoSe2, are HER active in
their bulk form due to their intrinsic metallic-like conductivity
[11,13,30,40–44]. The CoSxSe2�x pyrite-type cubic crystal structure
(No. 205, T6

h; Pa�3) is closely related to that of NaCl (No. 225,

O5
h; Fm�3m), with Co atoms at the face-centered positions of Na sites
and centers of S2/Se2 dumbbells at the Cl sites. These dumbbells are
oriented along the h111i directions in the unit cell, with each unit
cell containing four CoS2(Se2) molecules. Each Co atom is sur-
rounded by six chalcogen atoms forming a trigonally distorted
octahedron, where each chalcogen links to three Co atoms and a
single other chalcogen atom, forming a distorted tetrahedral struc-
ture [45]. The octahedral crystal field at each Co atomic site splits
the degenerate Co-3d band into eg and t2g sub-bands. The Co-t2g
band is lower in energy and is completely filled with six electrons,
while the Co-eg band has one electron per Co atom. Since the nar-
row Co-eg band crosses the Fermi surface, any electronic properties
of the material are being dominated by the structure of the Co-eg
band and correlations of the electrons in this band. The electronic
properties of doped Co chalcogenides, CoS2 and CoSe2, are directly
tied to the degree of interaction between the Co-eg orbitals and the
chalcogen’s p orbitals. The Co-eg orbitals expand along the axis
towards the chalcogen atoms and hybridize with the antibonding
p� orbitals arising from chalcogen pairs (specifically from the
S-3p or Se-4p) [46], increasing the eg bandwidth [47]. Calculations
indicate that although the lattice constant increases by �5% when
increasing Se content in CoSxSe2�x, the hybridization is stronger
between the eg and p� states in CoSe2 than in CoS2 [48,49], there-
fore the bandwidth increase of Co-eg sub-band correlates with
increase of Se concentration in CoSxSe2�x. The slightly increased
density of states at the Fermi level in CoSe2 compared to CoS2
results in higher conductivity (by a factor of two) in the former
at room temperature [50]. The width of the Co-3d band is deter-
mined by the degree of hybridization with the anti-bonding
dichalcogen p� band. As the hybridization is stronger in the CoSe2
case, a continuous decrease in Co-3d bandwidth is expected with
decreasing Se concentration in CoSxSe2�x. This change in the
d-band bandwidth could have an effect on electrocatalytic pro-
cesses. Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculated DGHad values
indicate that CoS2 is expected to bind H slightly too strong
(�0.08 eV, exothermic adsorption) whereas CoSe2 is expected to
bind H too weakly (0.49 eV, endothermic adsorption) [24]. Consid-
ering DGHad as the singular activity descriptor, an intuitive strategy
for pushing toward zero HER overpotential on non-PGM TMDs is
the manipulation of the electronic structure of Co-based pyrite-
group TMDs through controlled chalcogen (anion) doping. It is
expected that the addition of small amounts of Se to CoS2, creating
a mixed chalcogen TMD, will bring the doped TMD closer to ther-
moneutral DGHad, increasing HER activity. While the HER activities
of CoS2 and CoSe2 have been shown to be competitive, CoS2
demonstrates a significant degree of instability in terms of both
material and activity loss during potential cycling and extended
HER electrolysis [11,13,30,40–44]. The low HER overpotential, for
a non-PGM catalyst, and observed instability places CoS2 in a
familiar class of electrocatalytic materials that are characterized
by an inverse relationship between activity and stability
[2,3,10,51,52]. CoSe2, however, is found to exhibit a higher degree
of stability at cathodic potentials [53]. In addition to the manipula-
tion of DGHad, it may also be possible to obtain a balance between
activity and stability through chalcogen doping of CoS2 and CoSe2
TMDs.

In this study, we use chalcogen (anion) doped CoSxSe2�x to
assess their impact on the balance between HER activity and mate-
rial stability. Through potentiodynamic polarization and constant
potential electrolysis, we assess the HER activity and discuss the
observed trends with regards to standard activity descriptors,
hydrogen adsorption free energy (DGHad). Additionally, we high-
light the importance of material properties beyond the singular
activity descriptors, specifically bulk resistivity/conductivity.
Finally, we assess the compositional dependent operational
stability of the pure and chalcogen (anion) doped TMDs through
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a combination of electrochemical and ex-situ quantitative
measurements, with the goal of identifying an optimal balance
between activity and stability.
2. Experimental

2.1. CoSxSe2�x material synthesis

Single crystals of CoSxSe2�x with x ranging from 0 to 2 were
grown in the eutectic mixtures of alkali metal salts in a stationary
temperature gradient [54,55]. The reactants were sealed in quartz
ampules under vacuum and placed in a temperature gradient fur-
nace. The hot zone and cold zone temperatures were 650 �C and
580 �C respectively. The growth temperature was chosen according
to the phase diagrams of the CoAS and CoASe systems [56]. The
CoSxSe2�x charged side of the ampule was placed in the hot zone
causing the precursor species to slowly migrate to the cold end
of the ampule where the chalcogenide crystals nucleate and grow.
Growth of crystals continued for about three weeks.

Upon completion, the crystals were extracted from the solidi-
fied alkali salts through ultrasonic assisted dissolution of those
salts in a mixture of distilled water, alcohol, and acetone. The
recovered crystals were subsequently dried in a muffle furnace at
70 �C for several minutes.

Confirmation of the crystal compositions was achieved through
microprobe analysis performed on a digital scanning electronic
microscope TESCAN Vega II XMU with energy dispersive micro
analysis system INCA Energy 450/XT (20 kV). The analysis showed
that the chemical composition of the crystals followed the ratio of
initially charged species. No impurity elements belonging to the
salts (Cs, K, Na, Cl) were found.

Materials for electrochemical testing were prepared by low
energy ball milling (200 rpm) with 5 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm cera-
mic beads under an Ar atmosphere. Post ball milling SEM and com-
parative compositions are shown in Figs. S13 and S14. Notably, no
change in composition is observed after ball milling.
2.2. Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical measurements were performed in 0.1 M per-
chloric acid (HClO4, Suprapur Millipore Sigma) electrolyte using a
three-electrode electrochemical cell with a graphite counter elec-
trode and a Ag/AgCl (BASi) reference electrode. The reference elec-
trode was calibrated in H2 saturated electrolyte and all potentials
are referenced to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). Chalco-
genide particle thin films supported on glassy carbon (GC) disks
(5 mm in diameter, 0.196 cm2, HTW GMbH) were used as working
electrodes. We have chosen this form factor for the catalyst rather
than some morphologically engineered nanostructure as it is
amenable to the synthesis procedure which produces a homoge-
neous distribution of mixed chalcogen composition and provides
well-defined crystals for the fundamental investigation. The parti-
cles were subsequently suspended in 2-propanol (IPA, electronic
grade, 99.999%), and then drop cast onto GC disks. The films were
dried under a flow of argon to form a uniform layer. Two ll of
0.05 wt% Nafion (LQ-1105 1100EW, Ion Power) in IPA were pipet-
ted onto the dried film to secure the particles. Prior to loading with
catalyst, the GC disks were polished to a mirror finish using
progressively finer diamond paste down to 0.05 lm (Buehler).
The GC disks were then sonicated in Millipore water to remove
contaminants.

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), 20 mV s�1 scan rate, was used
to assess HER activity in H2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4 with an Autolab
PG Stat 302N potentiostat. Rotation (Pine Instruments rotator,
AFMSRCE) was used to remove any evolved bubbles, 1600 rpm.
All potentials are compensated for the ohmic drop through the
electrolyte as measured by impedance.

Roughness factors (RF) for the catalyst thin films were calcu-
lated using electrochemical capacitance measured as a function
of potential scan rate between 0.20 and 0.30 V vs. RHE: 20, 30,
50, 100, and 150 mV s�1. See Ref. [57] for detailed procedure. For
each scan rate, the potential was cycled at least 5 times to ensure
the current response was stable. Overpotential dependent HER cur-
rents are normalized by both the geometric area of the GC disk and
the RF of the catalyst thin film where the RF of the GC disk is con-
sidered to be unity. See Figs. S1 and S2 for capacitance data and RF
calculation methodology. To enable direct comparison of catalytic
materials, the RF of each drop-cast electrode was matched, to the
extent that is possible, to ensure evaluation of electrocatalytic
activity on samples with similar electrochemically accessible sur-
face areas. Further compensation of differences in catalyst loading
and surface area is accounted for by normalization of HER current
by capacitively determined RF.

The potentiostatic electrolysis stability tests were conducted at
the desired overpotential with hold times ranging from 10 to
30 min. During electrolysis, the catalytic electrode was rotated at
400 rpm to avoid condensation of dissolved selenium [58] or rede-
position of Co and to remove any evolved H2. The HER activities
were measured before and after the stability tests and the aged
electrolyte was collected for compositional analysis through ICP-
OES (Thermo Scientific iCAP 7000 ICP-OES). Large single crystals
of CoSxSe2�x were affixed to tungsten boats with graphite epoxy
for post-electrolysis surface roughness measurement through
atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Charge-transfer resistance (CTR) measurements were accom-
plished through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in
the three-electrode cell at �0.2 V vs. RHE over a frequency range
from 100 kHz to 5 mHz with a sinusoidal amplitude of 10 mV.
The Randles equivalent circuit used to extract the CTR from EIS
data is shown as an inset in Fig. S6.
2.3. Material characterization

The morphologies and crystal structures of the chalcogenide
crystals were imaged with scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
Zeiss Supra 50VP) operated at 8 kV.

Surface roughness measurements were carried out by atomic
force microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode, using Bruker Multimode
8 with a silicon tip (Budget Sensors Tap300Al-G; f0 = 300 kHz,
k = 40 N/m). Typical results for Se-rich and S-rich cases are shown
in Fig. 7. Before potential holding, all samples have a relatively uni-
form surface roughness of qRMS = 0.42 ± 0.09 nm.

XPS measurements were performed with a PHI Veraprobe 5000
instrument equipped with Monochromated AlK alpha source.
Analysis was made with X-ray setting of 100 micrometers 25 W
e-beam, photoelectrons were collected using hemispherical ana-
lyzer. Pass energy was 117 V for surveys. Dual beam neutralization
was performed to compensate depletion of photoelectrons from
the surfaces.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra were collected using a Rigaku
SmartLab diffractomer with a Cu Ka X-ray source operated at
40 kV and 30 mA.
3. Results and discussion

Slow heterogeneous growth of CoSxSe2�x in alkali salts yields
large, compositionally homogeneous crystals. The pyrite-group
single chalcogen and chalcogen-doped TMDs are characterized by
a homogeneous dispersion of the chalcogen atoms in an ordered
distribution among the unit cells [54–56,59–61]. The growth



Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of representative as-synthesized chalcogenide single crystals: (a) CoS2, (b) CoS1Se1, and (c) CoSe2. Scale bar is 100 lm.
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method allows for specific and well-defined control of composition
resulting in high purity, ordered crystalline materials, see SEMs in
Fig. 1 and S10. In this work we test a range of Co-based pyrite-
group TMDs of the general composition CoSxSe2�x spanning from
CoS2 to CoSe2. XRD spectra for three representative compositions
are shown in Fig. 2. These spectra are indicative of the homoge-
neous, crystalline character of the heterogeneously grown crystals.
The lattice parameter of the cubic crystals is found to trend with
composition, increasing with decreasing sulfur content (S = 1.78,
a = 5.59 Å; S = 0.34, a = 5.82 Å; S = 0.07, a = 5.87 Å). This trend is
in line with the lattice parameters for CoS2 to CoSe2 which are
5.538 Å [11,62] and 5.859 Å [11] respectively.

Polarization curves recorded in H2 saturated acidic, pH = 1, elec-
trolyte for four representative CoSxSe2�x compositions are shown
in Fig. 3(a). In general agreement with previously published results
[11,13,42,44,53,63], CoS2 and CoSe2 are found to have nearly iden-
tical HER activity, in seeming disagreement with DFT calculated
DGHad values [24]. In contrast, however, to previous studies of
mixed chalcogen TMDs [36–39], all intermediate compositions of
CoSxSe2�x tested here exhibit a decreased HER activity, lower cur-
rent density at a given overpotential (Fig. 3(b)), than pure CoS2 and
CoSe2. Anion doping or partial substitution of chalcogen atoms,
namely S and Se, has been shown to result in an increased HER
Fig. 2. XRD spectra of representative as-synthesized chalcogenide single crystals:
CoS1.78Se0.22 (blue), CoS0.35Se1.65 (red), and CoS0.08Se1.92 (black).
activity for both W and Mo based TMDs [36–39]. The substitution
of chalcogen atoms was proposed to affect the strain of the TMD
lattice, changing the electronic structure and DGHad, as well as
introducing more defects onto the surface, increasing the active
site density [38]. Further characterization of the material tested
in Ref. [38], however, shows an uneven distribution of Se in the
mixed chalcogen material. Phase separation and variation in
exchange capacity for S and Se resulted in the formation of phase
separated regions of S-rich and Se-rich dichalcogenides with a high
interfacial area in the doped material. The interface between these
phases likely creates sites with a distorted electronic structure
resulting in more thermoneutral hydrogen adsorption [38]. Chalco-
gen doping was also observed to partially change the atomic coor-
dination geometry for WSe2 from the 2H semiconducting toward
the 1T metallic phase [38]. In this case, a significant decrease in
the charge transfer resistance due to increased conductivity con-
tributes to the improvement in activity [36–38]. In general, for
Mo and W based TMDs, anion/chalcogen doping is found to
improve HER activity, either through the formation of an interfaced
material or due to the partial or complete transition from a semi-
conducting to a metallic conducting phase, improving charge
transfer.

In Fig. 3(b) we have plotted the HER current density, normalized
by both the geometric area of the electrode and the relative rough-
ness factor (RF) with respect to the supporting GC electrode, at
g = 300 mV as a function of composition. In all cases, the partial
chalcogen substitution results in a decrease in HER current density,
with the lowest activities being represented by the mid-range
compositions. This is in direct contrast to previous reports of anion
doped TMDs [36–39] where all combinations of chalcogen substi-
tuted TMD compositions resulted in a material with superior HER
activity. To begin to develop an understanding of the observed HER
activity trend for the chalcogen substituted Co-based pyrite-group
TMDs studied here, we determine the Tafel slopes as a function of
Se content and overlay the results with the constant overpotential
HER current density data, Fig. 3(b). It is expected that the partial
substitution of the chalcogen atom will introduce disorder, strain-
ing the lattice, shifting the electronic band structure, and increas-
ing the defect and dangling bond density on the surface [36–39],
all of which should result in improvements in HER performance.
With increasing degree of chalcogen substitution, moving from
both the S-rich and Se-rich compositions, the Tafel slope is found
to increase, Fig. 3(b), appearing strongly correlated to the observed
trend in HER current density at fixed overpotential. Kinetic and
microkinetic models of the HER [64–66] offer generalized interpre-
tations of the rate-determining step based on the observed low
overpotential Tafel slope. The elementary steps of the HER at acidic
pH, hydronium ion reduction, are as follows [65–67]:



Fig. 3. (a) HER polarization curves in H2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4, 20 mV s�1, for CoS2 (black), CoS1.65Se0.35 (blue), CoS0.35Se1.65 (pink), and CoSe2 (red). In order to make direct
comparisons, capacitive RF measurements are used to ensure each electrode has the same electrochemically accessible surface area. Current on left axis is normalized by the
geometric area of the electrode; current on the right axis is normalized by the real electrochemically active area (ECSA) as determined by capacitive measurements. (b) HER
current density, recorded from HER polarization curves in H2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4 at 20 mV s�1, at g = 300 mV for CoSxSe2�x as a function of composition. Current density on
the left axis is normalized by the geometric area of the electrode while the current density on the right axis is normalized by the ECSA. A secondary right y-axis presents the
Tafel slope, red circles, as a function of composition. (c) Charge transfer resistance (CTR) for the HER as a function of CoSxSe2�x composition. (d) Bulk resistivity of CoSxSe2�x as
a function of composition at 300 K. The dashed line is a guide to the eye. Adapted from Ref. [50].
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Volmer Step: H3Oþ + e� + M � M � H + H2O ð1Þ

Heyrovsky Step: M � H + H3Oþ + e� � H2 + H2O + M ð2Þ

Tafel Step: 2M � H � H2 + 2M ð3Þ
Low overpotential Tafel slopes of 116, 39, or 29 mV dec�1 are
indicative of a Volmer, Heyrovsky, or Tafel reaction rate-
determining step respectively [64–67]. Fitting of the Tafel slope to
experimental data, especially for nanoscale materials that are far
from model systems, is relatively ambiguous as often multiple
slopes can be fit to the data due to the potential dependence of
the hydrogen coverage [65,66]. With that said, we can gain a cur-
sory understanding of any mechanistic shifts by assessing the
change in low overpotential Tafel slope with CoSxSe2�x composition.
The trend in Fig. 3(b) indicates a shift away from the theoretically
expected values of the Tafel slope derived from the kinetics of the
elementary steps for the intermediate compositions of the doped
TMDs. Deviation from the expected Tafel slopes can be attributed
to: (1) intermediate hydrogen coverage, hH , (2) potential dependent
hydrogen coverage at HER relevant potentials, and/or (3) a signifi-
cant activation barrier for the Volmer step [64–67]. The Volmer step
barrier can be related to the adsorption free energy of hydrogen
which, if too high, M-Had will not form, or the resistivity of the
material which can limit the rate of charge transfer to the M-Had

intermediate.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can be used to

quantify the charge transfer resistance (CTR) for the HER
(see Fig. S6 for Nyquist plots). The HER CTR for CoSxSe2�x is plotted
in Fig. 3(c). CTR is a measure of the ease with which Had forms on
the surface and is controlled by both the free energy of adsorption
for Had (DGHad

) and the electrical conductivity of the catalytic
material. CTR values are extracted from the Nyquist plots in
Fig. S6 using the equivalent circuit in the figure inset. A continuous
decrease in the CTR is observed with increasing Se content where
CoSe2 is found to have the lowest CTR. The CTR trend observed in
Fig. 3(c) as a function of anion doped TMD composition does not
necessarily fit the one expected from the constant overpotential
current density and Tafel slope trends shown in Fig. 3(b). However,
if we consider the compositional dependence of the bulk resistiv-
ity, which is often overlooked for pyrite-structured Co-based TMDs
due to their intrinsic metallic behavior, we can gain some insight
into both the activity (Fig. 3(b)) and CTR (Fig. 3(c)) trends. Namely,
the compositional determined activity trend observed in Fig. 3(b) is
a consequence of a convolution of hydrogen adsorption free energy
and material conductivity. A quick note: even though the Co-based
pyrite-group TMDs, as well as some other bulk and two-
dimensional TMDs, exhibit metallic electronic behavior [5,7,11,13,
17,36,38,40,41], their resistivity is still two orders of magnitude
higher than that for traditional metallic electrocatalysts such as
Pt [50,68]. The higher resistivity for metallic TMDs, in comparison
to Pt, is manifested as a greater proportional impact of the resistiv-
ity as a function of composition. As observed in Fig. 3(d), resistivity
is a relatively weak function of composition, with an anomalous
point at x � 1.5, until approaching CoSe2 where a precipitous
decrease leaves CoSe2 with a resistivity nearly half that of the other
compositions. Generally, the trend in CTR with composition corre-
lates well to that of measured resistivity.

Moving from CoS2 to CoSe2 transitions from a surface that binds
hydrogen slightly too strong, DGHad

= �0.08 eV for CoS2, to one that
binds hydrogen too weak, DGHad

= 0.49 eV for CoSe2 [24]. This trend
is considering a hydrogen adsorbing on a terminal S/Se atom coor-
dinated to a transition metal atom [24]. It is expected then that as
we sequentially substitute S with Se, moving toward CoSe2, the
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average DGHad of the surface should first pass through a ther-
moneutral value, DGHad = 0, before moving to the more endother-
mic adsorption free energy of CoSe2. This compositional
dependent DGHad would then be expected to result in a peak in
activity for the anion doped Co TMDs; this is not what we observe,
Fig. 3(b). At this point, there is limited DFT analysis of mixed
chalcogen TMDs due to the complexity of the electronic interac-
tions between the three constitutive species and the variability
of surface structure, defect density, and composition. However,
one such effort calculated a decrease in the hydrogen adsorption
free energy, more thermoneutral, when MoS2 is doped with Se.
For Mo and W based TMDs (MX2 where M = Mo, W and X = S,
Se), however, anion doping results in a transition from a semicon-
ducting to metallic material [5,8,9,12,15,17,18,36–40]. This change
in electronic character is dominant over any change in the free
energy of adsorption of hydrogen with composition, resulting in
the overall increase in activity beyond the single chalcogen TMDs.
For Co-based pyrite-group TMDs, in contrast, all compositions have
metallic character and the resistivity is a much weaker function of
composition, Fig. 3(d). The purported motivation for anion doping
of Co-based pyrite-group TMDs is to bring the DGHad closer to the
optimal thermoneutral value. This is assuming that the effect of
doping CoS2 with Se, for example, would essentially be a composi-
tional dependent weighted average of the DGHad of the two single
chalcogen TMDs. However, any deviation from the pure composi-
tions is found to result in a decrease in activity. This suggests that
our initial assumption was too simplistic. The DGHad on the surface
of the TMDs that evolves due to anion doping is likely a convolu-
tion of charge redistribution, orbital hybridization, and geometric
changes to the material lattice that combine to define the adsorp-
tive properties of the surface. We purport that the intrinsic activity
of the surface is defined by the convolution of DGHad and the mate-
rial electrical conductivity (resistivity). As the composition
approaches CoSe2, the activity again begins to increase (Fig. 3(b)),
approaching that of CoS2, as the low resistivity compensates for
the relatively high endothermicity of hydrogen adsorption on
CoSe2 (0.49 eV [24]) in comparison to the small exothermic devia-
tion of CoS2 from thermoneutral DGHad (�0.08 eV [24]). As we
approach high Se content compositions, the resistivity becomes
strongly dependent on Se concentration, dropping significantly
(increasing conductivity) approaching CoSe2 (Fig. 3(d)). These
results highlight the potential error inherent in using DGHad as
the sole activity descriptor for non-PGM TMDs.

Concern for the corrosion resistance and stability of HER elec-
trocatalytic materials, even those composed of non-PGMmaterials,
Fig. 4. (a) HER polarization curves for CoS2 in H2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4, 20 mV s�1, after
vs. RHE. (b) Percent change in HER current density, extracted from pre- and post-electroly
HClO4 at 20 mV s�1, after 30 min constant potential electrolysis in H2 saturated 0.1 M H
is often understated due to the reductive cathodic operating poten-
tials for the HER, <0 V vs. RHE. At these reductive potentials, mate-
rials are often assumed to be intrinsically stable. An unwritten
adage in electrocatalysis, one that is supported by numerous
experimental studies [2,10,51,52,69], frames the activity-stability
relationship as one of inverse proportionality. Active catalysts are
not stable and stable catalysts are not active. The challenge for cat-
alyst development then becomes to find the proper balance
between activity and stability that affords adequate performance
and longevity for commercial applicability.

While CoS2 exhibits higher HER current densities at a given
overpotential than any of the doped chalcogen TMD compositions,
we observe a quick decay upon constant potential electrolysis,
Fig. 4 and Fig. S8. After 30 min at �300 mV vs. RHE, the catalytic
HER activity has decayed to nearly zero. This high rate of decay
in activity was also observed for other first-row MS2 TMDs [11].
The rate of activity decay is found to be potential dependent, where
faster rates, measured as a percent decrease in HER polarization
current at any given overpotential for a fixed electrolysis time,
are observed at larger overpotentials, Fig. 4(b). This cathodic
potential dependent activity decay suggests that catalyst deactiva-
tion may be initiated by the formation of a surface passivating
reduced species rather than some traditional corrosion process.
Analysis of the post-electrolysis Co and S 2p XPS spectra, Fig. 5,
S3, S4, and Table S1, support this conclusion. The pre-electrolysis
S 2p XPS spectra for CoS2 consists of a S 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 doublet
with major peaks at 162.4 and 161.3 eV, respectively. The location
and intensity of these peaks are in agreement with previous XPS
results for CoS2 and other pyrite structured TMDs [44,70–75]. It
is possible that more than one 2p1/2/2p3/2 doublet exists, indicating
the existence of more than one chemical state. This has been
observed previously for other pyrite-group TMDs when well-
defined S standards aid the deconvolution of the peaks to identify
the different chemical/oxidation states of S [20,28,31,32,70–73,76].
The location of the peaks in Figs. 5 and S4 suggest a general �2 oxi-
dation state for the S in the as-made CoS2 [19–21,28,31,39,72,74,
76–78]. There is a general consensus that the lower energy peak
(2p3/2) or lower energy doublets centered around 161 eV, are asso-
ciated with terminal S22�/S2� while the higher energy peak (2p1/2)
and doublets, centered around 162 eV, are associated with bridging
S22� and apical S2� which is more typical of bulk S [19,28,39,76,79].
After extended electrolysis, a general shift to higher energy is
observed for all peaks with a redistribution of intensity from the
2p3/2 peak to the 2p1/2 peak which is indicative of a decrease in ter-
minal, anionic S groups. We also observe the appearance of a peak
0 (black), 10 (red), and 30 (blue) minutes of constant potential electrolysis at �0.3 V
sis potentiodynamic HER polarization curves at �0.3 V vs. RHE in H2 saturated 0.1 M
ClO4 at �0.3 (blue) and �0.23 (red) V vs. RHE.



Fig. 5. XPS spectra of the Co 2p (a), (c), (e) and S 2p (b), (d), (f) contribution for CoS2 (a) and (b), CoS1.8Se0.2 (c) and (d), and CoS0.57Se1.43 (e) and (f), before (blue) and (after)
constant potential electrolysis at �0.3 V vs. RHE for 30 min.
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between 164 and 165 eV which can be related to the presence of
some more reduced polysulfide species, S2�n (2 < n < 8) [71,74,75].
The peak at �167 eV has been assigned to sulfate species due to
the presence of oxygen [74]. There is also likely a contribution from
Se 3p1/2, as it overlaps with the S 2p peaks, in the Se containing
samples to the feature at 167 eV [36]. Comparison of the pre-
and post-electrolysis Cobalt 2p spectra in Fig. 5(a-c) shows a
general decrease in peak intensity after extended electrolysis.
Deconvolution of the Co 2p3/2 peaks, Fig. S3, shows a loss in the
higher energy Co2+ and Co3+ (783–789 eV) [80–82] features and a
general decrease in intensity of the CoAS peak at 780 eV [80–82].
This change in XPS signature is indicative of a general decrease
in the concentration of higher valent and S-bonded Co in the sur-
face and near surface region of the catalyst after extended electrol-
ysis. Analysis of Co 2p1/2 peaks, Fig. S3, indicates the presence of
Co2+ and Co3+ species [83], the proportions of which change after
extended electrolysis. In both pre- and post-electrolysis spectra,
there is an absence of metallic Co which is expected to show a peak
at 793 eV [83].

Analysis of the stability of other pyrite-type structures under a
range of conditions have shown that it is possible for the metal
atom to donate electrons to the coordinating S atoms, forming a
more reduced sulfide species and a metal cation [72,75]. This
mechanism is potentially operative here as XPS data indicate an
enrichment in reduced S, possibly polysulfides, on the surface
along with a decrease in the number of CoAS bonds in the near sur-
face region. This reduction in surface Co is matched by a presence
of Co in solution as measured through ICP-OES. Compositional
analysis from the XPS data indicate a general enriching of S in
the catalyst surface/near surface regions after extended electrolysis
as well as a general change in the average coordination of the S;
shifting from a terminal anion to a bridged S with increased coor-
dination. Computational assessment of the optimal site for hydro-
gen adsorption on layered TMDs indicate that hydrogen adsorbs on
the low coordinated terminal S on the transition metal edge
[15,24,25,84]. There is no reason to believe that this insight cannot
also be applied to the HER on fractured pyrite-group surfaces. After
only 30 min of constant overpotential electrolysis, the HER activity
of CoS2 decays to nearly zero (Fig. 4). While dissolved Co is found in
solution, the near complete loss in HER activity does not coincide
with complete dissolution of the catalytic material. The XPS results
indicate that the activity loss is associated with the formation of a
passivating reduced polysulfide film on the surface and a decrease
in the presence of Co coordinated terminal anions. As evidenced by
the composition dependence of the activity decay (Fig. 4(b)) the
substitution of S with even small fractions of Se dramatically
improves the stability of the material through retention of a high
density of Co-coordinated terminal anions (X2

2� and X2�), Figs. S3
and S4.

Further assessment of the potential and composition dependent
degradation of the di-chalcogen TMDs at HER relevant potentials is
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. By plotting the change in surface roughness
between pre- and post-extended electrolysis, Fig. 6, we observe
only small roughness differences for x < 1.5, where stability
increases with increasing Se content. A more pronounced decrease
in stability can be observed at x P 1.5, where the roughness



Fig. 6. Compositional dependence (CoSxSe2�x) of surface morphology evolution and
material dissolution. The change in surface roughness, comparing pre- and post-
electrolysis (�0.3 V vs. RHE for 30 min. in H2 saturated 0.1 MHClO4), is depicted in
blue and the post electrolysis concentration of Co in the electrolyte is shown in red.
Both measurements show a rapid decrease in stability for x > 1.5. Dotted lines are
spline fits meant as a guide for the eye.
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increases dramatically and the morphology of the surface changes,
acquiring a granular texture (Fig. 7). The evolution in surface
roughness correlates well with ICP-OES measurements. An inverse
Fig. 7. AFM topography images before (left column) and after (right column) extended el
Se-rich (x = 0.08) crystal, with minimal changes before and after HER (a and b, respectivel
(c) looks qualitatively similar to the previous case (a), but the roughness and morpholog
1 lm.
activity-stability relationship can be observed for the composi-
tional progression from CoS2 to Se-rich CoSxSe2�x, Fig. 3(b), exclud-
ing CoSe2. Analysis of the 238 nm Co emission line of the ICP-OES
spectra is presented as the red curve in Fig. 6. The trend follows
that of the AFM roughness measurements: At x < 1.5, the Co con-
centration is at or barely above baseline with only moderate
dependence on anion doping. At xP 1.5, the rapid increase of
the Co concentration in the electrolyte as well as the increase in
the roughness of the surface indicates significant morphological
and compositional instability of the catalyst during HER. The
observed compositional trend in stability agrees with conclusions
derived from DFT calculations for 2-dimensional MoS2 and transi-
tion metal doped MoS2 where the negative linear scaling between
the adsorption energy of the chalcogen atoms coordinating the
metal and hydrogen on the active chalcogen atoms indicates that
a stronger interaction between H and X will be matched by a
weaker interaction between X and M (where X is the chalcogen
and M is the transition metal species in the TMD) [15]. Here we
find that CoS2 is the least stable while CoSe2 is the most stable. This
is in accord with their calculated hydrogen adsorption free ener-
gies: DGHad (CoS2) = �0.08 eV, DGHad (CoSe2) = 0.49 eV [24]. The
stronger HAS bond in CoS2 compared to the HASe bond in CoSe2,
according to the inverse linear scaling calculated in Ref. [15], indi-
cates that the CoAS bond is expected to be weaker than the CoASe
bond. All of our qualitative and quantitative corrosion/stability
assessment methodologies demonstrate this relationship to be
valid with CoSe2 exhibiting the highest degree of stability among
ectrolysis at �0.3 V vs. RHE in H2 saturated 0.1 MHClO4. Top row shows surface of a
y). Bottom row shows a S-rich sample (x = 0.8), where the surface before electrolysis
y of the surface change after electrolysis is significantly different (d). Scale bars are



Fig. 8. SEMs of CoSxSe2�x TMDs after constant potential electrolysis at �0.3 V vs. RHE for 30 min in H2 saturated 0.1 MHClO4 at room temperature. CoS1.65Se0.35 (a),
CoS1.42Se0.58 (b), CoS0.35Se1.65 (c), CoS0.20Se1.80 (d). Scale bar is 200 nm.
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the range of compositions tested. As our catalysts were initially in
the form of well-defined bulk crystals prior to ball milling, we are
able to observe the macro-scale corrosion that occurs during con-
stant potential electrolysis as a function of potential. Figs. 8, S11,
and S12 contain SEMs of pure CoS2 and CoSe2 as well as S-rich
and Se-rich crystals after extended electrolysis. Dramatic changes
in surface morphology after short constant potential electrolysis
(30 min) are observed for the sulfur-rich Co-based pyrite-group
crystals, while minimal change in surface morphology and rough-
ness is found for the Se-rich crystals. Additionally, for the S-rich
crystals, a qualitative potential dependence of the rate and degree
of degradation is observed in Fig. S11. At higher overpotentials,
comparing Figs. S11(c) to S11(d), a greater degree of surface rough-
ness is observed. This potential dependence lends support to the
reductive formation of soluble polysulfides as the material and
activity degradation mechanism. This result agrees with the other
metrics for assessing and quantifying the compositional dependent
stability including ICP-OES (Figs. 4(b), 5, 6, S3, and S4).

The link between activity and stability is often overlooked in
the pursuit of higher activities. Nowhere is this more true than in
the development of HER electrocatalysts with a goal of replacing
Pt-based materials. At potentials below 0 V vs. RHE, a false sense
of security is perpetuated and all materials are superficially consid-
ered to be stable at these reducing conditions. It is true that anodic
dissolution is of no concern at HER relevant potentials for PGM and
non-PGM materials alike. However, catalyst deactivation due to
surface passivation, reductive dissolution through the formation
of a water soluble species causing a change in surface composition,
and cathodic corrosion all affect the performance stability of these
catalytic materials. As exemplified for other electrocatalytically
driven reactions, activity and stability are inversely related
[2,10,51,52,69]. It is encouraging, then, that we observe a depar-
ture from this inverse relationship for CoSe2 in the series of
pyrite-group TMDs studied here. The combination of DGHad, resis-
tivity, and reductive stability for the Co-based TMDs and mixed
chalcogen TMDs highlights the importance of moving beyond sin-
gle activity descriptors and presents CoSe2 as an active and stable
non-PGM electrocatalyst that breaks away from the typical
activity-stability scaling. Further development of HER electrocata-
lysts based on CoSe2 should focus on optimization of the nanoscale
structure to increase active site exposure and geometric density.
4. Conclusions

Here we have presented a careful and through assessment of
the compositional dependent HER activity and stability for Co-
based mixed chalcogen, CoSxSe2�x, pyrite-group TMDs. In direct
contrast to other reports on mixed chalcogen TMDs that have been
limited to Mo and W [36–39], we observe a decrease in HER activ-
ity for any departure from the pure, single chalcogen TMD compo-
sitions, CoS2 and CoSe2. For Mo andW, the improvement in activity
with the incorporation of a second chalcogen atom to the lattice is
likely related to the shift from semiconducting to metallic elec-
tronic behavior, which dominates any change in DGHad. For Co-
based pyrite-group TMDs, all compositions are found to have
metallic character, and the addition of a second chalcogen atom
does not change this fact. We conclude that the observed composi-
tional trend in HER activity is due to the combination of composi-
tional dependent DGHad and bulk resistivity/conductivity of the
pyrite-group TMDs. While CoS2 is found to have near thermoneu-
tral hydrogen adsorption free energy, it has the highest resistivity
among the compositions tested. The decrease in HER activity with
anion doping is proposed to be related to both the de-optimization
of DGHad and weak dependence of resistivity on composition for a
large fraction of the anion doped compositional space between
CoS2 and CoSe2. As the composition approaches CoSe2, however,
the HER activity is regained even with endothermic H-adsorption
[24]. Bulk resistivity of the pure and mixed chalcogen TMDs as well
as the charge transfer resistance for the HER is found to be most
optimal for CoSe2, with a linear improvement with composition
moving away from CoS2. This highlights the convolution of hydro-
gen adsorption free energy and material conductivity in determin-
ing the HER activity for even TMDs that display metallic electronic
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character. In addition, CoSe2 exhibits the highest degree of stability
under constant potential HER electrolysis. Sulfur-rich Co-based
pyrite-group TMDs are found to quickly deactivate through loss
of Co and formation of a passivating reduced S species at the sur-
face. With an HER activity matching that of CoS2, but with a dra-
matic improvement in stability, CoSe2 breaks away from the
traditional inverse activity – stability relationship and represents
a promising material for non-PGM HER electrocatalysis in acidic
PEM electrolyzers. Future work related to the engineering and
design of nanoscale morphology for CoSe2 could lead to the devel-
opment of a next-generation, non-PGM HER electrocatalyst with
an optimal activity – stability balance.
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